
UMUC BIOLOGY 102 103 LAB 2 THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE

This is the correct material for UMUC Biology / Lab 2: The Chemistry of Life. However, this is an Answer Key, which
means, you should put it in your own .

Biuret solution is normally blue, but changes to pink when short peptides are present and to violet when long
polypeptides are present. Astrology c. Beverage Density Lab Report ii. To compute the accuracy and the
precision of a set of scientific measurements 3. Prepare your testing samples as follows: Mix one egg white
with 25 mL water in a mL beaker to create an albumin solution. After we mixed both sodium carbonate and
calcium chloride and they form a solid precipitate. Use the 10 mL graduated cylinder to measure and pour 5
mL of water into Test Tube 4. How does the basic unit of life passed through generation to the next? The
reaction we studied is the breakdown of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen and it is vital to life. X
Appendix 2 m eP 3. By studying the links the behavior and biology, psychologist work from a biological
perspective. Initial Color. Procedure Predicted results based on a previously learned set of information is
sometimes called an a priori prediction. Physics 2. Humans are biopsychosocial systems, in which biological,
psychological, and social-cultural factors interact to influence our It heals when we get paper cuts and when
we have little minor The lab will open in the Calorimetry laboratory with a calorimeter on the lab bench and a
sample of sodium chloride NaCl on the balance. Many of the changes we observe in the world around we see
that caused by chemical reactions. To conduct your laboratory exercises, use the Laboratory Manual located
under Course Content. Unknown 1 1 point Negative d. Laboratory exercises on your CD may not be updated


